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Abstract: This study explores questioning practices adopted by elementary teachers while facilitating science

inquiry discussions prior and subsequent to their participation in a summer institute in which they were provided with

scholarly descriptions of inquiry-based teacher questioning (i.e., typologies of questions used by discourse analysts to

categorize and understand teacher questioning) and conducted video-based discourse analysis. Teachers’ questioning is

examined in light of their social understandings (i.e., how teachers understand social aspects of oral questioning in

inquiry-based science classrooms). The reported findings show that, as a result of developing an increased awareness

of social aspects of teacher questioning during the institute, teachers’ referential questions (oral queries aimed at

encouraging students to articulate their own ideas, understandings, experiences and personal opinions) were twice as

frequent after the institute as they were before, hence suggesting an increased degree of student-centeredness.

Furthermore, their student-centered questions prompted longer and more articulated student responses, promoted higher-

level student thinking, positioned students as complementary experts, prompted students to provide tentative responses,

and encouraged students to conduct authentic investigations. Based on these findings, it is argued that educators who

set out to prepare teachers to become effective questioners in the context of science inquiry discussions ought to go

beyond cognitive issues and the simple provision of static and ill-defined labels such as ‘‘guide’’ and ‘‘active inquirer.’’
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There is growing evidence in the science education literature that school teachers commonly have

difficulties interacting with students in inquiry-based instructional settings. Roehrig and Luft (2004)

observed that, despite their familiarity with appropriate instructional strategies, secondary teachers’

enactment of inquiry science lessons was often constrained by students’ expectations that the teachers would

provide them with the correct answers. Keys and Kennedy (1999) identified refraining from answering

students’ questions directly, and turning students’ questions back to them as major challenges during the

implementation of inquiry-oriented science instruction. Furtak (2006) observed that middle school teachers

had problems managing student requests for the right answers during inquiry regardless of their teaching

experience, discipline background or professional training.

Several studies have also reported pre-service teachers’ frequent difficulties while trying to grasp the

form of teacher authority and control required by inquiry instruction. Lotter (2004) observed that pre-service

teachers often displayed inadequate classroom management (an inability to deal with student misbehavior

and reinforce rules) and felt a loss of control during their student teaching experiences. Hayes (2002)

described student teachers’ uneasiness at letting go of the authority to control and direct students’ science

learning experiences as well as teachers’ struggles to adopt a form of classroom relationship that was new to

them. Friedrichsen, Munford, and Orgill (2006) described a prospective secondary teacher repeatedly
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expressing his concerns about not giving away the answers and allowing students to create their own

evidence-based explanations. Such interactional difficulties indicate that many science teachers are

unprepared to effectively cope with the social and cognitive demands of inquiry teaching.

Close examination of descriptions currently used to inform teachers about the nature of inquiry-based

science instruction can shed some light on the reasons behind science instructors’ interactional inability. In

these descriptions, teaching science through inquiry-based methods is typically associated with interactional

activities such as guiding and facilitating (NRC, 1996). Teachers’ and students’ new interactional roles are

often described metaphorically, through the use of ill-defined labels that suggest a more symmetric or equal

form of social relationship. The student becomes ‘‘an active inquirer’’ (Martin, 2006), whereas the teacher

enacts the role of a ‘‘fellow investigator’’ (Lawson, Abraham, & Renner, 1989), ‘‘experienced co-learner’’

(Moscovici & Nelson, 1998), ‘‘co-inquirer,’’ ‘‘guide,’’ or ‘‘resource person’’ (Martin, 2006).

Science educators have also described inquiry-based instruction as a pedagogical approach wherein the

teacher asks particular types of questions, including open-ended or divergent questions, that is, queries that

students can answer in multiple ways (Ash & Kluger-Bell, 1999; Carin, Bass, & Contant, 2005; Cliatt &

Shaw, 1985; Colburn, 2000; Erdogan & Campbell, 2008; Martin, 2006; Peters & Stout, 2006); descriptive

questions that motivate students to describe their work, challenging questions that encourage students to

explore further, and connecting questions that help students link their exploratory work to prior knowledge

(Worth & Grollman, 2003). Two other common query types are probing questions, requests for students to

expand, clarify or justify their own answers, and redirecting questions, requests for students to expand, clarify

or justify answers provided by other students; both of which tend to occur as what, where, when, which,

or why types of question (Chiappetta & Koballa, 2002). Teachers also ask questions with the pronoun you

(e.g., ‘‘why do you think that happened?’’ rather than ‘‘why did that happen?’’) to encourage students to

focus on their own thinking rather than on trying to provide the right answer (Carin et al., 2005).

The prevalence of interactional difficulties among teachers suggests that the above descriptions fail to

convey the complex interactional expertise that effective inquiry-based science teaching requires, leaving

many teachers unprepared to cope with the social and cognitive demands of inquiry science teaching. To

develop higher levels of interactional expertise, teachers need to be provided with descriptions that are more

elaborated and firmly grounded in the social realities of science classrooms. The present study attends to this

issue by providing elementary teachers with scholarly descriptions of inquiry-based teacher questioning,

a professional development strategy adopted during a 2-week summer institute designed to improve

elementary teachers’ social understandings (i.e., how teachers understand social aspects of oral questioning

in inquiry-based science classrooms) and questioning practices (i.e., how teachers use oral questions as social

and cognitive tools to promote science learning during inquiry lessons). Scholarly descriptions contain

classification systems (typologies of questions) used by discourse analysts to categorize and understand

teacher questioning. During the institute, teachers used these scholarly descriptions to conduct video-based

discourse analysis and engage in contextualized reflection and argumentation about their own questioning

practices, thus bringing the realities of their classrooms closer to their professional development experiences.

In this study, I consider the effectiveness of such strategy.

Research Questions

The study is framed by the following research questions:

(1) What social understandings did elementary teachers develop as a result of being introduced to

scholarly descriptions of inquiry-based teacher questioning?

(2) How did the introduction to scholarly descriptions of inquiry-based teacher questioning influence

elementary teachers’ classroom oral practices?

Questioning as a Sociolinguistic Activity

In this section and the next, I draw together previous research from science, mathematics and language

education to create an analytical framework for exploring elementary teachers’ social understandings

and questioning practices in the context of inquiry-based science classroom discussions. After describing
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different perspectives on question asking, I propose a multifunctional framework, emphasizing that teachers’

inquiry-based questions are asked as part of an interactional or social milieu, and thus should be understood

sociolinguistically, that is, as a social activity as well as a cognitive one.

Science educators have typically adopted a cognitive functional perspective on oral questioning,

viewing teacher questions essentially as communicative devices for promoting higher-level scientific

thinking among students. Chin (2007) argues that productive teacher questioning serves to scaffold and

advance student thinking, is focused primarily on eliciting appropriate scientific terminology and key phrases

that students need to be able to express their ideas in a scientific way, helps students draw connections among

seemingly disparate ideas or concepts, and serves as a frame or structure for a problem, issue or ensuing

discussion. By asking questions that are thought-provoking, reactive (i.e., follow up on and adjust to students’

previous responses) and exploratory (i.e., encourage students to articulate and elaborate their own ideas),

teachers can scaffold student thinking toward conceptual development. Similarly, Konfetta-Menicou and

Scaife (2000) argue that, while facilitating investigative science lessons, teachers need to ask questions that

require students to do more than simply recall previous information or events and to describe appropriate

procedures (i.e., lower-level thinking questions). Instead, teachers need to ask questions that encourage

students to think about the conceptual reasons underlying their experimental procedures.

Cognitive educators have also emphasized the need for teachers to adopt student-centered questioning

strategies in inquiry-oriented learning environments. van Zee and Minstrell (1997b) argue that teachers need

to employ ‘‘reflective toss,’’ a type of oral questioning wherein the teacher continuously encourages students

to be responsible for doing the thinking. In a different study, van Zee and Minstrell (1997a) emphasize that

teachers and students need to engage in ‘‘reflective discourse,’’ that is, extended series of questioning

exchanges in which the teacher elicits, furthers, and guides student thinking by posing questions that

encourage students to articulate their own thoughts and ideas. Likewise, van Zee, Iwasyk, Kurose, Simpson,

and Wild (2001) propose that teachers can help students develop their conceptual understandings

and construct scientific knowledge by asking questions that (1) elicit students’ individual experiences, and

(2) encourage students to derive more refined meanings from their own individual experiences.

Teacher questioning has also been associated with several other cognitive functions in both oral and

written classroom discourse, including (1) modeling discursive and analytical behaviors that are consistent

with scientific activity to students engaged in authentic, full-inquiry projects (Crawford, 2000) and

collaborative learning programs (Webb, Nemer, & Ing, 2006); (2) helping students solve experimental

problems as well as construct and consolidate their experimentally derived knowledge (Wells, 1993);

(3) promoting higher levels of reasoning and quality explanations in small-group discussions (Hogan,

Nastasi, & Pressley, 1999); (4) providing feedback orally to students during lectures, whole-class discussions,

demonstrations, and hands-on activities (Chin, 2006); (5) activating students’ prior knowledge and providing

conceptual orientation to their reading and comprehension of expository or factual texts (Ghent & Holliday,

2008; Osman & Hannafin, 1994); and, (6) prompting students to demonstrate their science understandings

meaningfully by articulating extended written responses in which descriptive, hypothetical and theoretical

concepts are integrated into a coherent web of meanings (Nieswandt & Bellomo, 2009). Although such

cognitive perspectives are consistent with the problem-solving or knowledge-construction orientation of

inquiry-based science classrooms, they neglect the fact that teachers’ questions simultaneously serve social

as well as cognitive functions.

Other science educators have adopted a socially oriented functional perspective on teachers’ oral

questioning as a communicative practice that can potentially impact students’ inquiry and knowledge-

building experiences in science classrooms. Edwards and Mercer (1987) point out that some science teachers

maintain strict control over students’discovery experiences and emerging interpretations through continuous

employment of authoritative eliciting practices such as filtering what information is to become common

knowledge in the classroom (‘‘retrospective elicitation’’) and encouraging pupils to guess required answers

by wording their questions in certain ways or by sending non-verbal signals such as intonation, pausing,

gestures or body movements (‘‘cued elicitation’’).

Socially oriented analyses of classroom discourse have also identified an apparent lack of sincerity in

teachers’ questions. Wellington and Osborne (2001) note that many of the queries that science teachers pose

during classroom discussions are not real questions but in fact ‘‘pseudo-questions,’’ that is, queries that appear
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to be open-ended but are actually closed because they encourage pupils to randomly guess the specific answer

the teacher is thinking about. As a result, teachers and students engage in an interactional or linguistic game of

‘‘guess what’s in my head.’’ Similarly, Roth (1996) argues that teacher and textbook questions usually violate

the fundamental assumptions of genuine information seeking behavior, namely that the speaker (1) does not

know the answer to the question being asked, (2) has reason to believe that the listener can provide the answer,

(3) is sincerely interested in learning the answer, and (4) believes the listener is willing to provide the answer.

Furthermore, non-genuine teacher questions are usually focused on canonical discipline discourse and tend to

encourage students to either guess or admit to their lack of knowledge. Rowland (2000) proposes that

‘‘classroom questions are not genuine requests for information, but public requests for display . . . [when] the

enquirer A [the teacher] already has the information sought in the question, and the request is for B [the

student] to display whether or not s/he already has the information.’’

Social researchers have also pointed out that teachers’ oral questions can potentially limit or restrict the

science learning experiences of students. Blanton, Westbrook, and Carter (2005) describe how secondary

teachers of math and science who continuously pose simple, short-answer, leading questions place cognitive

boundaries on students’ thinking, fostering an illusionary zone of promoted action wherein students are

invited to participate in whole-class discussions but have their contributions filtered toward the teacher’s

problem-solving approach. Similarly, Carlson (1992, 1997) provides evidence that science teachers who lack

subject matter knowledge tend to pose lower cognitive level, fact-oriented questions that not only make

students defensive but also close down classroom conversations to their participation.

In the present study, I explore inquiry-based teacher questioning from a sociolinguistic perspective.

Central to my theoretical perspective is the notion that teacher questioning behavior is multifunctional in

nature, serving both cognitive and social ends. In other words, the questions teachers ask during classroom

inquiries to elicit students’ understandings and promote higher cognitive levels also serve to construct social

identities (e.g., expert, novice, partner, guide, peer, etc.) and establish certain types of social relationships

(e.g., symmetric, asymmetric, etc.). In the next section, I propose a multifunctional taxonomy for exploring

social and cognitive aspects of inquiry-based teacher questioning based on my review of the literature on

classroom discourse.

Types of Teacher Questions

Previous research on classroom discourse highlights that teacher questions do not share a common

discursive function, but can in fact serve a variety of cognitive and social purposes. For instance, a distinction

is often made between two types of teacher questions depending upon whether they serve an initiating or a

reactive discursive function. Teachers tend to pose initiation questions (Lemke, 1990; Mehan, 1979) to start

classroom discussions, introduce new topics, or elicit students’ understandings related to concepts, events

and situations yet to be addressed in the ongoing discussion. In contrast, reaction questions are asked by

teachers in response to students’ previous contributions to classroom discourse for reactive purposes such as

sustaining discussion on a particular topic, following up on ideas previously introduced by students, and

requesting elaborations or clarifications from students. An essential feature of reactive questions is that they

reflect and maintain the course of information-flow established in preceding utterances, whereas initiating

questions establish a new focus or alter the topic of ongoing discussions. The former are also known as echoic

questions (i.e., because they function as ‘‘echoes’’ of previous discussion topics) while the latter are

commonly termed epistemic questions (Kearsley, 1976; Long & Sato, 1983); these two terms are used

henceforth.

Even finer analytical distinctions can be made over and above the epistemic-echoic functional

dimension of teacher questioning. Teachers’ epistemic questions can be further subdivided into two distinct

categories depending on whether they have an evaluative function (i.e., elicit known information to be

evaluated orally by teacher) or serve as genuine information-seeking requests (i.e., elicit unknown

information that cannot be evaluated as right or wrong by the teacher). Language educators commonly refer

to evaluative queries as display questions because they serve as ‘‘oral tests’’ that afford students the

opportunity to publically display their knowledge of the right answers (e.g., ‘‘what is a molecule?’’). In

contrast, information-seeking requests are also known as referential questions and are typically considered

more sincere or genuine because they are not intended to test students’ knowledge but rather serve as requests
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for information that the teacher truly wants or needs to learn (e.g., ‘‘have you ever seen a crayfish?’’) (Brock,

1986; Long & Sato, 1983).

Similarly, teachers’ echoic queries can be divided into several subcategories depending upon their

specific discursive functions. Three major subcategories of echoic questions can be identified, namely

comprehension checks, confirmation checks, and clarifications requests (Kearsley, 1976; Long & Sato,

1983). Comprehension checks are questions that teachers ask to check whether students have heard and/or

understood his or her previous utterances(s) (e.g., ‘‘Do you understand me?’’ and ‘‘Alright?’’). This type of

question is frequent in traditional, teacher-centered classroom discourse, serving to ensure that students are in

fact receiving the information or content being conveyed by the teacher.

Confirmation checks are questions teachers ask to establish whether they heard and/or understood a

student’s previous utterance correctly. This type of teacher question tends to have a yes-or-no format and

typically involve partial or complete repetition of a student’s previous utterance with a rising intonation.

O’Connor and Michaels (1993) refer to this type of question as revoicing, confirmation requests wherein

teachers reformulate students’ oral contributions to large-group discussions in ways that are more consistent

with scientific and mathematic standard terminology. Revoicing questions are usually prefaced with the

inference-making discourse marker ‘‘so’’ and the second-person pronoun ‘you’ (e.g., ‘‘so, what you mean is

that . . .?’’), lending authority to the student who just contributed to the discussion, adding weight and force to

pupils’ contributions, and allowing students to retain ownership over the more sophisticated and powerful

reformulations. Similarly, Waring (2002) points out that confirmation checks (term used henceforth) such as

‘‘what you are saying is that . . .?’’ and ‘‘so, you are arguing that. . .?’’ are commonly employed by teachers to

make explicit what was implicit in previous discussion, stretch prior explications or assertions into full

development, move classroom discussion into a higher level of specificity, clarity and thoroughness, and offer

ways of expressing ideas in technical, discipline-specific terminology.

Clarification requests are teacher questions that require students either to elaborate on or repeat

information previously given in order to clarify the meaning of their previous utterances (e.g., ‘‘What do you

mean?’’ ‘‘What?’’). This type of questions implies that the teacher has not heard or understood a student’s

previous oral contribution to classroom discourse. Like confirmation checks, clarification requests occur

frequently in student-centered classroom discourse wherein students tend to convey larger amounts of

information to ongoing discussions.

Analytical Framework

The above typology of questions can be used to construct an analytical framework for exploring the

degree of student-centeredness of teachers’ oral questioning practices. As can be seen in Figure 1, some of

teachers’ echoic and epistemic questions focus mainly on what the students say or think (i.e., students’

understandings, opinions, ideas, and utterances), hence being student-centered. This is the case of referential

questions, confirmation checks, and clarification requests which are all student-centered types of queries.

In sharp contrast, other oral questions focus primarily on what the teacher says or considers as the correct

answers (accepted by the scientific community), thus being teacher-centered. Included in this category are

display questions and comprehension checks.

In the present study, I adopt the analytical framework described above to explore the degree of student-

centeredness in elementary teachers’ inquiry-based discourse prior and subsequent to their participation in

a summer institute designed to enhance their questioning skills by increasing their familiarity with the

scholarly descriptions of inquiry-based teacher questioning. To do so, I compare the relative frequencies

of teachers’ epistemic and echoic questions. High frequencies of student-centered questions in relation

to teacher-centered queries are taken as an indication of increased levels of student-centeredness on the

teachers’ part. A more detailed description of the research design adopted in this study is provided below.

Research Design
Participants and the Institute

This study comes from the last summer institute of a 3-year professional development program called

‘‘Scientific Modeling for Inquiring Teachers Network (SMIT’N).’’ The 2-week institute was offered to fifteen
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K-6 teachers who taught all subjects, including science, in eight different public schools from one district in

Indiana. Nine of the participating teachers taught lower elementary grade levels (K-3), whereas the other six

teachers taught higher elementary grade levels (4–6). All teachers were white females and taught in suburban

elementary schools that served a predominantly white, upper middle-class student population. Their teaching

experiences varied considerably (from 3 to 25 years). Twelve teachers had participated in the two previous

years of the program, whereas the other three teachers participated only in the last year of SMIT’N.

In its first 2 years, the SMIT’N program sought to enhance elementary teachers’ understandings and

abilities to incorporate scientific modeling, scientific inquiry and nature of science into their classroom

practices through a combination of summer institutes, school year institutes, and classroom support. The

third and last summer institute of the program aimed primarily at enhancing elementary teachers’ ability

to interact with students while teaching science through inquiry by introducing them to scholarly descriptions

of inquiry-based teacher questioning.

The present study examines professional development activities facilitated on the second day of the

SMIT’N institute, which was devoted entirely to the topic of teacher questioning. On that particular day,

teachers first participated in a morning expert instruction session that lasted for approximately one hour and a

half. During this session, a facilitator presented a PowerPoint slideshow (see Appendix A), emphasizing that

the types of questions that teachers ask provide evidence of their adoption of a particular interactional

positioning. The facilitator described closed questions (i.e., questions that have only one possible right

answer), pseudo-questions (i.e., ‘‘guess what’s in my head’’ type of questions) and display questions

(i.e., right-or-wrong testing questions) as linguistic evidence of teachers’ adoption of an authoritative

interactional role. By positioning herself as an expert who tests students’ knowledge of ‘‘the right answers,’’

the teacher establishes an asymmetric authority-novice type of relationship with students. In contrast, open

questions (i.e., questions with multiple acceptable answers), and you-questions (i.e., ‘‘what do you think’’

type of questions) were described as providing evidence of teachers’ adoption of a more egalitarian role.

By positioning herself as a guide who simply elicits students’ prior knowledge and thinking, the teacher

establishes a more symmetric relationship.

After receiving expert instruction and discussing the literature on teacher questioning (Ash & Kluger-

Bell, 1999; Carin et al., 2005; Chiappetta & Koballa, 2002; Cliatt & Shaw, 1985; Colburn, 2000; Edwards &

Mercer, 1987; Konfetta-Menicou & Scaife, 2000; Martin, 2006; Peters & Stout, 2006; Worth & Grollman,

2003) extensively, teachers then took part in a midday inquiry immersion session wherein a facilitator

modeled an inquiry-based science lesson on soil erosion. This modeling session was divided into two parts of

one hour and a half each, one before and another after the lunch break. At the end of the day, teachers

Figure 1. Teacher- and student-centered questions.
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participated in an afternoon collaborative assessment session that lasted for approximately one hour and a

half. In the first 30 minutes, teachers were asked to discuss and critique the facilitator’s questioning while

modeling the soil erosion inquiry. Teachers were then asked to assess their own questioning performance by

watching and critiquing video-recordings of their inquiry-based teaching practices (program personnel had

video-recorded the teachers in their own classrooms prior to SMIT’N).

Research Methods

The present study adopts a mixed-method research approach (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003; Creswell, 2003),

has an ethnographic design, and is aligned with social constructivist perspectives that emphasize that

meanings are created in human social interaction (Robson, 2002). As part of this study, descriptive data

were systematically collected through open-ended research methods such as classroom observations

and video-recordings of professional development activities, and then analyzed inductively to build

a naturalistic account (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) of teachers’ social understandings and inquiry-based

questioning practices.

Data Collection. To track the development of teachers’ social understandings during the summer

institute (Question 1), participants were video-recorded while discussing the literature on teacher

questioning, while critiquing the questioning strategies adopted by the facilitator during the ‘‘soil erosion’’

inquiry, and while assessing their own video-recorded questioning performance. In other words,

characterization of teachers’ social understandings was based primarily on oral data (teachers’ oral

contributions to expert-guided discussions).

To assess the impact of familiarity with scholarly descriptions on elementary teachers’ inquiry-based

questioning (Question 2), a group of three SMIT’N teachers—Mrs. Nichols (kindergarten), Mrs. Parker

(fourth grade), and Mrs. Smith (fourth grade)—were video-recorded while implementing inquiry-based

science lessons in their classrooms prior and subsequent to attending the summer institute (see Table 1 for a

description of the instructional format of the six inquiry lessons). These lessons were based on several FOSS

modules for elementary grades (Lawrence Hall of Science, 2005). Although the lessons did not constitute

‘‘open inquiry’’ (NRC, 1996), they were consistent with the essential features of classroom inquiry: students

were engaged by scientifically oriented questions; used evidence to formulate explanations; evaluated

explanations in light of scientific understandings; and communicated and justified their explanations. (NRC,

2000, p. 25).

The video-recordings were captured with a digital camcorder focused mainly on the teacher who was

asked to wear a wireless lapel microphone while talking to her students. While participation in the present

study was voluntary, we sought to select teachers that represented a wide range of teaching experiences (low,

intermediary, and high), grade levels (both K-3 and 4–6) and years of participation in SMIT’N (both new and

returning participants). Mrs. Nichols was a returning participant with only 4 years of classroom experience,

Mrs. Parker was also a returning participant but was considerably more experienced (25 years) and Mrs.

Smith was a new participant with 8 years of experience. The remaining teachers were not video-recorded

subsequent to their participation in the institute.

Data Analysis. Teachers’ social understandings were obtained through the adoption of an analytical

qualitative approach that incorporated elements of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This approach

called for the iterative and combined use of interpretative and flexible methods of analysis such as close

reading, inductive or open coding and memoing (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995; Bernard, 2002). There were

no a priori hypotheses or codes. Instead, analytical categories emerged and were gradually refined based on

close examination of meanings and patterns in the collected data.

The video-recordings of SMIT’N sessions were transcribed and then systematically read to generate

coding categories for teachers’ social understandings. The emergent coding categories were revised until

themes in teachers’ social understandings became discernable. Teachers’ social understandings were then

elaborated upon through a combination of focused coding (a minute, line-by-line analysis of each set) and

memoing (detailed running notes about the coding themes). Upon completion of focused coding, a written

report was produced summarizing and comparing the themes that emerged.
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A mixed-method microethnographic analysis of the video-recorded inquiry lessons was conducted to

examine and compare the degree of student-centeredness of teachers’ questioning prior and subsequent to

SMIT’N. According to Erickson (1996), the term microethnographic analysis refers to the study of video-

recorded social interaction in minute detail through an up-close and exhaustive examination of how people

use language and other forms of communication to realize the social work of their daily lives. Bogdan and

Biklen (2003) consider microethnographies to be case studies of very specific organizational activity (teacher

questioning) with relatively small analytic units (utterances).

My microethnographic analysis consisted of two distinct analytic phases: (1) quantitative comparison

of pre- and post-inquiry-based teacher questioning; and (2) construction of a qualitative descriptive

account of inquiry-based teacher questioning behaviors prior and subsequent to SMIT’N. In the first phase,

the analytical framework for exploring the degree of student-centeredness in teacher questioning practices

(Figure 1) was applied to transcribed recordings of the three SMIT’N teachers’ inquiry lessons. More

specifically, I coded the questions posed orally by each teacher as either student-centered or teacher-

centered. Included in the student-centered category were teachers’ referential questions, clarification

requests and confirmation checks. In contrast, the teacher-centered category comprised teachers’

display questions and comprehension checks. Tables 2 and 3 provide descriptions and illustrative examples

of each type of teacher question included in the student-centered and teacher-centered categories,

respectively.

My coding scheme focuses specifically on adjacency pairs (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974), that is,

‘‘teacher question-student answer’’ pairs wherein the teacher makes a discursive move that serves an eliciting

function (i.e., an oral prompt) and is immediately followed by a student discursive move that can be

Table 1

Video-recorded inquiry lessons

Teacher Pre-institute inquiry lesson Post-institute inquiry lesson

Nichols The development of chicken eggs and growth of
chick embryos on ninth day of incubation:a

1. Elicitation of observations made in previous
days;

2. Whole-class discussion of a chart with pictures
of the developmental stages of a chick;

3. Observation of incubated eggs held against the
light of a slide projector.

The physical properties and uses of fabrics:a

1. Whole-class discussion about fabric and common
objects made of fabric;

2. Group exploration of fabric samples (e.g., burlap,
corduroy, denim, fleece, knit, nylon, etc.);

3. Sharing of observations and inferences made by
student pairs.

Parker The strength of electromagnets:b Crayfish behaviors:b

1. Whole-class discussion about steps of the
scientific process;

1. Whole-class discussion about the nature of
scientific inquiry;

2. Construction of electromagnets (circuit bases,
D-cell alkaline batteries, cell holders, switches,
electric wires, washers)

3. Group investigation of the relationship between
number of winds of wire around a rivet and the
strength of the resulting electromagnetic force
by counting the number of washers picked up.

2. Observation of Rocky the singing lobster, an
electronic model that dances, shakes its claws and
tail, and moves its lips while singing popular
tunes;

3. Group planning and implementation of behavioral
inquiries (observation of crawfish specimens in
large plastic basins).

Smith The motion of rolling spheres:b Constructing cart models:b

1. Elicitation of students’ prior knowledge related
to the motion of objects during whole-class
discussion;

2. Collaborative engineering of a new rollercoaster
for a southern Indiana amusement park by
student groups.

1. Whole-class discussion about models and simple
machines;

2. Collaborative construction of self-propelled carts
by student groups;

3. Sharing of findings and frustrations by student
groups.

3. Group sharing of ‘‘spherical motion’’ findings.

a15-minute lessons.
b50-minute lesson.
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Table 2

Student-centered oral questioning

Code Description Teacher

Examples

Pre-institute Post-institute

Referential Focus: student articulation
of their own ideas and
understandings; students’
individual and informal
experiences; student
thinking and reasoning

Nichols 1. What do you see in this
egg?

2. Why do you think it
stopped developing?

1. What do you notice about it
[this fabric]?

2. What are you guys thinking
this [fabric] would be good
for?

Format: open-ended
wh-questions with
multiple possible
answers; you-questions

Function: to encourage students

Parker 1. Which end are you
picking up with?

2. Where would you place
them [washers] while
you are counting them?

1. What other behaviors do you
see that our crayfish
engaged in?

2. How many crayfish are you
experimenting on?

to express their own ideas,
thoughts and understandings;
to prompt students to give
their personal opinions on
issues or concepts under
discussion

Student response: one or more
sentences with falling
intonation.

Smith 1. Who here has ever
ridden a bicycle on
gravel?

2. Why do you say no so
vigilantly?

1. If I said right now I would
like for you, to design the
inside of the new state
building for Indiana, how
would you start?

2. What were some of the
frustrations that you just
encountered?

Clarification Focus: students’ previous
utterances

Nichols 1. A mouth or a mouse?
2. Loren, you think a what?

1. How could you use this
[fabric] for a bus?

Format: specified alternative 2. Jonathan, how is snow fabric?
questions; fill-in-the
blank questions; closed
wh-questions

Parker 1. Huh?
2. Was this [number of]

washers or winds?

1. What grows ugly?
2. What the what?

Function: to express inability to
understand or hear students’
intended meanings; to
request clarification,
repetition or elaboration
from students

Smith 1. Make what smaller?

Student response: one-word
answers with falling
intonations

Confirmation Focus: students’ previous
utterances

Format: tag-questions;
so-statements with rising
intonations; yes-or-no

Nichols 1. Oh, do you see where
that tail is spreading
apart?

2. Porous?

1. It would be a good rain coat,
wouldn’t it?

2. It could be a very nice
shimmery, shinny skirt,
wouldn’t it?

questions
Function: to confirm

understanding of students’
intended meanings; to offer
candidate understandings; to

Parker 1. The washers all have to
be the same, don’t they?

2. You made a hypothesis,
didn’t you?

1. Started in the corner and
went backwards, so,
placement in the container?

2. So, you’re talking about
food preference?

reword students’ utterances
in more specialized ways

Student response: one-word
affirmative/negative
answers (‘‘yes,’’ ‘‘no’’),

Smith 1. Ok, so you have the
momentum going?

2. So it’s a continuous lost
of motion from its
initial force?

1. Okay, so similar to what Liz
just said, it lifts the cargo
and lets it roll?

2. So, it’s a complicated
process?

reactive tokens (‘‘umhm’’),
headshakes
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considered a relevant response (verbal or nonverbal) to the teacher prompt. This definition of teacher question

includes declarative statements with a rising intonation (e.g., ‘‘science is a mystery?’’). However, it excludes

rhetorical questions to which no answer is expected or required (e.g., ‘‘you know?’’), aborted questions that

are not completely uttered by the teacher, unsuccessful questions that fail to elicit any student response or

simply prompt comments such as ‘‘I don’t know’’ and ‘‘umm’’ (hesitation markers), and interrogative

directives aimed primarily at classroom management but not directly relevant to the science topics under

discussion (e.g., ‘‘Mary, would you shut the door, please?’’). Included as student answers are one-word

responses (e.g., ‘‘circuit’’ and ‘‘yes’’), longer statements (e.g., ‘‘I see a shadow on the outside’’), rising

intonation responses (e.g., ‘‘porous?’’), affirmative and negative reactive tokens (e.g., ‘‘umhm’’ and

‘‘nuhm’’) and body gestures (e.g., headshakes).

Table 3

Teacher-centered oral questioning

Code Description Teacher

Examples

Pre-institute Post-institute

Display Focus: student recall of
scientific terminology;
student recall of shared
classroom experiences;
student knowledge of
standard scientific concepts

Nichols 1. Do you remember
what I told about
some of these eggs?

2. Do we have veins?

1. Is that star on our carpet
made out of fabric?

2. What do you cover up with
at night?

Format: Yes-or-no questions;
or convergent wh-questions
with one possible ‘‘right’’
answer

Function: to test students; to
find out whether students
know the right answer; to
remind students of work
completed and canonical

Parker 1. Typically when we
were talking about
the scientific process,
we used the word?

2. Does it help for me
to give you a container
of green plants if you
are studying
electromagnets?

1. What is that called, when
you have an object,
animal, or an actual
inanimate object when you
give it characteristics of a
person?

2. Do we really know what the
crayfish is feeling?

scientific terminology
introduced in previous
lessons

Student response: one-word
answers with rising
intonation

Smith 1. Friction does what to the
amount of force and to
the amount of motion?

2. So which force that we
talked about originally
is acting against the
forces that you created?

1. Taking your conceptual
model to the next level
and actually creating
something, what’s that
called? Rebecca, do you
remember?

2. What are those components
of a simple machine? Felix,
do you remember?

Comprehension Focus: teachers’ previous
utterances

Format: tag-questions;
yes-or-no questions

Function: to check whether
students heard and/or

Nichols 1. We are only on day 9,
okay?

2. It’s just the type of eggs
it [chicken] has, you
know like our skins are
all different?

1. Sometimes they have stuffed
animals that are made out
of blue jean fabric, ok?

2. Think how else could you
use this fabric, ok?

understood teachers’
previous utterances; to
encourage students to

Parker 1. Here are the things we
are trying to keep the
same, ok?

1. Do you see what I mean?
2. Does that make sense?

express their listenership
and/or understanding; to

2. Do it a couple of times,
does that make sense?

give students a chance to
ask questions before moving
on to a different topic or
activity

Smith 1. Are there any questions
before we begin?

2. You may use these other
things you see, ok?

Student response: reactive
tokens (‘‘okay’’),
headshakes
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During coding, it was noticed that elementary teachers often posed the same questions multiple times in

a row with slight alterations in wording before nominating an individual student to answer their queries. For

example, during the crayfish inquiry, Mrs. Parker uttered the following series of questions while encouraging

students to recognize that a hypothesis had just been made by a female pupil: ‘‘Okay, does anybody know what

it is that you saw her [the student] doing right now? When she says maybe they [crayfish] didn’t eat because

somebody did something earlier? What is she doing in head, right now? Do you know what that’s called? And

this is a specific word that I’m looking for, part of the inquiry process [points to a student].’’ Such series of

closely related queries were considered as a single teacher question of an adjacency pair. Another

complication that emerged during coding was that pupils sometimes did not wait to be nominated by teachers,

leading to the simultaneous calling out of multiple answers by several students. Whenever this occurred, only

the first student response was taken as the second move of an adjacency pair.

The second analytic phase combined systematic examination of transcribed recordings with detailed

sequential analysis and playback of video-recorded interaction. Discursive records of classroom interactions

were carefully examined to identify questioning strategies employed by each elementary teacher while

facilitating inquiry science discussions. This examination focused on both social and cognitive aspects of

teacher questioning. More specifically, I explored the social implications (the types of social relationships) as

well as the levels of student thinking promoted by teachers’ epistemic and echoic questions. To gauge their

cognitive levels, teacher questions were classified according to Bloom’s taxonomy: knowledge (student

recall), comprehension (conceptual understanding), application (using information in a novel context),

analysis (understanding the parts of a complex situation) and synthesis (bringing together existing

understandings) (Bloom, 1956). Another indicator of the level of student thinking promoted by teacher

questions was the length of students’ answers, that is, the number of words uttered by students who performed

the second move of each adjacency pair.

Based on the above examination, an ethnographic account of teacher–student interactions was written,

describing social and cognitive aspects of elementary teachers’ questioning approaches. The scope of the

resulting ethnography was limited to key cultural scenes (i.e., short stretches of naturally occurring

communicative interactions in the immediate classroom context of teacher–student discussions). These key

cultural scenes revealed the intricacies of teachers’ questioning prior and subsequent to the summer institute,

thus allowing a careful assessment of the impact of familiarity with scholarly descriptions on teachers’

inquiry-based questioning strategies.

Peer debriefing sessions were frequently held with other SMIT’N personnel to triangulate

emerging interpretations of the data. In these sessions, discursive records of particular cultural scenes

were examined collectively, individual analyses shared, and interpretations discussed extensively. The

emergent account was gradually adjusted to include any variation that surfaced from this reflective

group interpretation of the data. These debriefing sessions were very important during the interpretative

analysis of cultural scenes as they contributed significantly to guarding against individual researcher biases

(Robson, 2002).

Findings

Results of the above analyses are presented in this section. The text is organized as follows. First, I

describe the social understandings expressed by teachers while being introduced to scholarly descriptions of

inquiry-based teacher questioning. Second, I present the results of my quantitative comparison of teachers’

pre- and post-institute inquiry-based questions. The section then ends with a qualitative, comparative

ethnography of teachers’ pre- and post-institute inquiry-based questioning practices. Pseudonyms are used

for all participants.

Teachers’ Social Understandings

Examination of video-recordings of the SMIT’N institute led to the identification of four main themes in

teachers’ social understandings, namely the functions of teacher questions, teachers’ intentions, teachers’

sincerity and student engagement. These four themes are described and illustrated below. Teachers

of different grade levels participate in the excerpts provided below, including kindergarten (Mrs. Nichols,
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Mrs. Walsh, and Mrs. Simpson), first grade (Mrs. Adams and Mrs. Day), third grade (Mrs. Johnson) and

fourth grade (Mrs. Smith).

The Functions of Teacher Questions. Throughout the SMIT’N sessions, facilitators encouraged

participants to reflect about both the social and cognitive functions of teachers’ questions by asking them to

propose possible reasons for the elevated numbers of questions typically asked by teachers while interacting

with students in classroom settings. During these discussions, participants proposed that teacher questions

served several functions including (see Appendix B for transcription conventions):

Mrs. Day: To assess students’ understanding.

Facilitator: Right, to know how much they know.

Mrs. Simpson: To keep them with you.

Facilitator: To focus, yes, to keep them focused.

Mrs. Nichols: To get students to interact.

Facilitator: Ok, to encourage them to interact.

Mrs. Walsh: To help them think about things in different ways they might have not thought about

before, the guiding questions.

Facilitator: Right.

Mrs. Simpson: To compare knowledge that they already have to what you are trying to establish

sometimes.

Participants identify several cognitive functions typically served by teachers’ questions, including

assessing students’ prior knowledge and emergent understandings as well as guiding and focusing students’

thinking. However, it should be noted that participants propose only one social function for teachers’

questions, namely to encourage student participation in classroom interactions. Although participants

initially emphasized cognitive aspects of questioning, they were gradually able to recognize and articulate the

social functions of teacher queries.

Teachers’ Intentions. Throughout the discussions, the facilitator described several interactional issues

raised in scholarly descriptions of teacher questioning to increase participants’ awareness of the social

implications of teachers’ queries. One such issue was raised by Rowland (2000) who argues that ‘‘the

questions teachers ask their pupils are not searchlights focused to reveal truth, but traps set to expose

[students’] ignorance’’ and for this reason tend to be negatively perceived by students and can potentially

harm children for life. During the morning session, participants were asked to read a short excerpt from

Rowland (2000) and share their reactions:

Mrs. Simpson: Can’t you put that in a nicer way, like to expose their misconceptions? Because it’s

not ignorance, it’s misconceptions, and boy, in science, there is a lot of it. The word ignorance

bothers me, I don’t think most teachers are trying to show how ignorant their students are.

Mrs. Johnson: And I don’t think your purpose is to expose it, it’s to make, you know, make them

aware of it.

Mrs. Adams: If you think about it in an evaluative way, to figure out what they don’t understand.

Mrs. Parker: There are situations where sometimes, um, they are humans, and many of the children

feel that they know everything about a subject.

Mrs. Simpson: Exactly.

Mrs. Parker: It’s nice to ask a question every once in awhile that really sparks their thinking because

they don’t know it and it makes them a little uncomfortable. But it’s not exposing their ignorance, it’s

just broadening their knowledge.

Mrs. Simpson: Well, and I think that goes back to taking risks, encouraging students to take risk.

Mrs. Parker: That’s true.

Mrs. Simpson: Think about something that you think you are absolutely sure about, and then you

have to re-evaluate it.

Mrs. Adams: Maybe the point of this [text] is that we might think we are trying to find out their

misconceptions, but on the receiving end of the question, Oh my God I don’t know what I’m gonna

say, being on the receiving end of it might be perceived differently.

Mrs. Simpson: Or being embarrassed about saying something that we [teachers] don’t approve.
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Participants’ initial reaction is to strongly disagree with Rowland’s negative outlook on teacher

questions. Their argument is that, rather than serving an ill-intentioned end such as exposing students’

ignorance, questions asked by most teachers tend to serve beneficial cognitive purposes such as to make

students aware of their science misconceptions, help students recognize limitations in their understandings,

encourage students to rethink and reevaluate their conceptions, and encourage students to take intellectual

risks. Later in the discussion, Mrs. Adams recognizes that, despite teachers’ good intentions, their questions

can be received in a negative manner by students. Similarly, Mrs. Simpson argues that teachers’ questions can

be negatively perceived by students who are fearful of teacher disapproval of their answers. These comments

demonstrate an awareness of the possibility of teachers’ well-intentioned questions having negative social

effects on students.

The above social understanding of how their questions inevitably express intentions that can

potentially be misinterpreted by students is essential for teachers’ ability to effectively utilize oral

questioning as a cognitive and social tool of science instruction. This is the case for instance of clarification

requests and confirmation checks which are often interpreted by students as an indirect form of criticism

or a negative evaluation on their teacher’s part (Bills, 2000). Students frequently assume that the

teacher’s intention in posing these two types of questions is simply to cue a mistake, thus responding by

immediately changing their previous answer without thinking about the actual content of the teacher’s

question (i.e., students perform an unthinking correction). The above social understanding can help teachers

deal with this problem. Having developed an improved awareness of students’ potential interpretations,

teachers are better prepared to alter their echoic questioning strategies to convey a different intention to

students.

Teachers’ Sincerity. Another recurrent topic of discussion was the alleged linguistic ‘‘insincerity’’ of

teachers’ questions. In the excerpt read by the participants, Rowland (2000) proposes that teacher queries

usually lack sincerity. This issue was brought up by the facilitator while discussing the excerpt with

participants:

Facilitator: Teachers’ questions are not considered to be sincere questions.

Mrs. Simpson: Because students always think there is an answer for them, and you know it.

Facilitator: And, how are teachers’ questions different from when you call someone to ask for

information for example? How are the two questions different?

Mrs. Adams: Well, [in the case of teachers’ questions] there is the assumption that it [the answer] is

right or wrong, and I sure don’t wanna be the one to say the wrong answer.

Mrs. Simpson recognizes that teachers’ questions tend to be perceived as insincere because

students’ extended experiences with schooling and testing create an expectation that teachers invariably

know the answers to their own questions which are asked only for the purpose of testing pupils’ knowledge.

Similarly, Mrs. Adams points out that students tend to automatically assume that there is always a right or

wrong answer to teachers’ questions, and calling out wrong answers is socially undesirable. Mrs. Simpson

and Mrs. Adams demonstrate having developed an increased awareness of the social aspects of teachers’

questions.

The above social understanding relates directly to teachers’ employment of epistemic questioning in

science discussions. Students’ expectations for there always being right answers to teacher questions stems

primarily from the predominance of display questions in classroom discourse, particularly in traditional

settings that emphasize direct teaching approaches such as lectures (Long & Sato, 1983). The above social

understanding can help teachers address this issue. Having become aware of students’ default interpretation

of teacher queries as display questions, teachers can change their epistemic questioning practices in ways that

encourage students to interpret their oral queries as referential questions.

Student Engagement. Another topic of discussion was the effectiveness of asking questions as a

strategy commonly used by teachers to promote student talk, participation, and thinking. Using a PowerPoint

slideshow, the facilitator presented teachers with excerpts from Nunn (1996) who argued that ‘‘although

asking questions has been a recommended discussion stimulating technique . . . [some educators] explicitly

recommend against questioning by the teachers because they believe that teachers’ questions do not stimulate
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student thinking and they do not encourage participation. They depress student thought and talk.’’

The following comments were provided by the participants while discussing the excerpt:

Mrs. Simpson: Some students will shut down if you start asking questions.

Mrs. Day: We are not talking about how the students have to answer these questions, like if they are

put on the spot and give these answers right away, that I can see, that would depress student thought

and talk, but another strategy that teachers use is to have students answer these questions like, and

then, and maybe write about it first or talk about it with a partner, and I think in that, in that case,

questions can actually encourage talk.

Mrs. Simpson simply confirms that teacher questioning can in fact have a negative interactional effect on

some students, inhibiting their participation and discouraging them from sharing their thoughts. In contrast,

Mrs. Day highlights the importance of considering the classroom context in which students are asked to

answer teachers’ questions. Such questions can in fact have a negative social effect when students are asked to

provide answers individually, without time to prepare or help from peers (‘‘being put on the spot’’).

Nevertheless, teachers’ queries can have a positive social effect if students are provided with a more

supportive and less threatening classroom context in which to come up with answers (e.g., small groups).

Having examined teachers’ social understandings I now turn to their classroom questioning practices.

Quantitative Comparison of Pre- and Post-Institute Questioning

In reporting the degree of student-centeredness in teachers’ inquiry based questioning before and

after SMIT’N, I have chosen to present individual raw frequencies (the number of times each type of

question was used by a particular teacher during a pre- or post-institute lesson) (Table 4) as well as combined

relative frequencies (the percentage of each type of teacher question across pre- or post-institute lessons)

(Figures 2 and 3). Given the limited size of the sample of inquiry-based discourse collected (two 15-minute

kindergarten lessons and four 50-minute fourth-grade lessons), my quantitative analysis was limited to

descriptive statistical comparisons of the three teachers’ pre- and post-institute questioning practices.

Combined, the three teachers asked a total of 220 questions while facilitating pre-institute inquiry

lessons (see Table 4). The majority of these questions (51%) were teacher-centered (display questions and

comprehension checks), whereas the relative frequency of student-centered questions (referential questions,

clarification requests, and confirmation checks) was 49%. Such numbers indicate a slight predominance of

teacher-centered questions before SMIT’N. In contrast, the same teachers asked a total of 331 questions

during post-institute inquiry lessons. Of these, only 31% were teacher-centered questions while the relative

frequency of student-centered queries was 69%. These numbers show a clear predominance of student-

centered questions after SMIT’N. As can be seen, from pre- to post-institute lessons, the frequency of teacher-

centered questions decreased from more than one half to only one-third of all teacher questions.

Simultaneously, the frequency of student-centered questions increased from less than one half to nearly two

thirds of all teacher questions. In other words, teachers’ inquiry-based questioning practices became

substantially more student-centered subsequent to their participation in the SMIT’N institute.

Table 4

Individual raw frequencies for teachers’ questions

Code

Pre-institute Post-institute

Nichols Parker Smith Nichols Parker Smith

Student-centered
Referential 15 17 15 48 77 24
Clarification 11 4 1 9 2 0
Confirmation 21 8 17 13 50 6

Teacher-centered
Display 18 24 22 28 31 19
Comprehension 2 42 3 4 20 0

Total 67 95 58 102 180 49
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Before SMIT’N, each teacher showed a preference for a different type of question. As Table 4 shows, the

type of question most commonly asked by Mrs. Nichols was confirmation checks (used 21 times), whereas

the majority of Mrs. Parker’s queries were comprehension checks (42 times) and Mrs. Smith favored display

questions (22 times). In contrast, after SMIT’N, the type of question most frequently asked by all three

teachers was referential questions (48 by Mrs. Nichols, 77 by Mrs. Parker, and 24 by Mrs. Smith). This

predominance of referential questions during post-institute lessons provides further evidence that teachers’

inquiry-based questioning became more student-centered after the institute.

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, while the relative frequency of display questions decreased slightly from

29% to 24%, referential questions were more than twice as frequent after the institute as they were before

(increased from 21% to 45%). This reduced emphasis on testing students’ knowledge of canonical science

concepts and increased focus on supporting or scaffolding students’ articulation of their own understandings

and experiences provides evidence that the three teachers’ epistemic questioning became less teacher-

centered and more student-centered after SMIT’N.

Figures 2 and 3 also show that the frequency of comprehension checks decreased drastically subsequent

to the institute (from 21% to 7%). However, contrary to my expectations, confirmation checks remained

unaltered (at 21%) whereas clarification requests became relatively less frequent after SMIT’N (decreased

from 8% to 3%). These changes in relative frequencies of teachers’ echoic questions suggest that, even though

there was a reduced focus on the information uttered by teachers, such change was not paralleled by an

increased focus on the information uttered by students. In other words, elementary teachers’ echoic

questioning became less teacher-centered after SMIT’N, but not more student-centered.

Qualitative Comparison of Pre- and Post-Institute Questioning

Described in this section are the inquiry-based questioning strategies adopted by each of the three

SMIT’N teachers. The section focuses first on Mrs. Nichols’ pre- and post-institute questioning. Attention is

then given sequentially to Mrs. Parker and Mrs. Smith.

Figure 2. Combined relative frequencies of student-centered questions.

Figure 3. Combined relative frequencies of teacher-centered questions.
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Mrs. Nichols’ Pre-Institute Questioning Strategies. Before SMIT’N, Mrs. Nichols (kindergarten

teacher) often adopted an authoritative questioning approach focused on student recall of scientific words.

The following interactions took place early in the discussion:

Mrs. Nichols initiates the above interactions by asking a display question (‘‘does anybody remember the

word that I kinda called this?’’). Mrs. Nichols employs the personal pronoun ‘‘I’’ while posing her display

question, thus foregrounding her authoritative social status. Implicitly, Mrs. Nichole asks ‘‘what word did I

(the authority) use before?’’ When her student Diana fails to remember the word she is looking for, Mrs.

Nichols first resorts to a comprehension check (‘‘do you see all those tiny dots?’’) and then partially reiterates

her display question (‘‘Do you remember, Travis?’’). By juxtaposing these two queries, Mrs. Nichols

encourages students to recognize that the word she is after relates directly to the presence of tiny dots on the

egg shell, thus leading students toward the right answer. Nonetheless, faced with her students’ continued

inability to answer her display question, Mrs. Nichols then decides to go ahead and reveal that the scientific

word she has in mind is ‘‘porous.’’

The above excerpt also shows that Mrs. Nichols’display questions and comprehension checks prompted

very short student responses (headshakes and one-word answers such as ‘‘chicks?’’ and ‘‘popcorn’’). These

responses indicate that Mrs. Nichols’ display questions and comprehension checks simply encouraged

students to engage in lower-level cognitive activities such as recalling isolated words (knowledge level in

Bloom’s taxonomy) and uttering/gesturing affirmative and negative answers. In other words, Mrs. Nichols’

teacher-centered questions promoted lower-level student thinking.

Mrs. Nichols also focused on the words used by students to describe the chart with pictures of the

developmental stages of a chick. This questioning practice was adopted when her student Caleb tried to point

out that the dot inside the incubated eggs (i.e., the chick embryo) was getting bigger over time:

Mrs. Nichols’ clarification requests (‘‘what about that dot?,’’ ‘‘what big?’’) are aimed primarily at

encouraging Caleb to elaborate his observation which is initially limited to a vague reference to a dot.

Noticing that Caleb has some difficulty articulating his observation, Mrs. Nichols then resorts to a partially

uttered confirmation check (‘‘so, it is getting bi::?’’) and to a gestural cue (increasing the distance between her

two hands), hence leading Caleb as well as other students to utter the word ‘‘bigger.’’ It is important to note

that all of Mrs. Nichols’ echoic questions are student-centered. By continuing to focus her questions on what

her student said, Mrs. Nichols helps her pupils fully articulate Caleb’s idea or thought. As a result, Caleb’s

one-word student contribution (‘‘big’’) is first transformed into a four-word response (‘‘it grew that big’’) and

then fully developed into a five-word observation ‘‘so, it is getting bigger.’’ This gradual increase in the length

of student contributions suggests that Mrs. Nichols’student-centered echoic questions promoted higher-level
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student thinking by encouraging pupils to transform the information conveyed by a particular student into a

more sophisticated form (comprehension level in Bloom’s taxonomy).

Mrs. Nichols’ Post-Institute Questioning Strategies. After SMIT’N, Mrs. Nichols adopted a less

authoritative questioning approach focused on the elicitation of students’ understandings by means of

referential questions:

Mrs. Nichols employs a particularly emphatic tone while posing referential questions to students,

skillfully marking her queries as genuine information-seeking requests by creating the impression that she

truly wants to know what fabric can possibly be. This impression is further reinforced by other linguistic

features of Mr. Nichols’ questions, including her use of a preface with an indefinite pronominal form (‘‘does

anybody know what fabric is?’’ instead of ‘‘what is fabric?’’) and a verb form (‘‘what else can be fabric?’’

instead of ‘‘what else is fabric?’’) that conveys an expectation for tentative student responses rather than the

right answer.

In response to Mrs. Nichols’ referential questions, students start identifying common objects they

consider to be made out of fabric (‘‘blankets,’’ ‘‘a dress,’’ ‘‘a skirt,’’ ‘‘pillow’’). Even though these responses

are relatively short (one or two words), they require students to engage in higher levels of thinking (at the

comprehension level in Bloom’s taxonomy). Students must understand the concept of fabric to be able to

provide examples of items that can be classified as such. By posing student-centered epistemic questions,

Mrs. Nichols is able to prompt students to articulate their conceptual understanding (rather than merely recall

vocabulary).

Mrs. Nichols also adopted a student-centered questioning approach focused on encouraging her students

to evaluate themselves and each other. Mrs. Nichols adopted this less authoritative line of questioning several

times during the classroom investigation. Included below is one instance that occurred early in the lesson

when Mrs. Nichols asked her students to name items made from fabric:
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As can be seen above, Mrs. Nichols’ referential question (‘‘can you think of any other things [made out of

fabric]?’’) elicits a student misconception, namely that snow is made from fabric. Instead of correcting her

student Jonathan or providing him with a negative evaluation, Mrs. Nichols asks two clarification requests

(‘‘how is snow fabric?’’ and ‘‘do you think ice is fabric?’’) that encourage Jonathan to fully articulate his

conceptual understanding of snow as fabric. After that, Mrs. Nichols poses a series of display questions that

effectively encourage students to recognize that snow is actually made of water, a substance that people

cannot wear. Only after students have reached the conclusion that Jonathan’s idea is incorrect does Mrs.

Nichols provide a negative evaluation (‘‘no, I don’t think I would consider water fabric’’).

The above questioning approach highlights that Mrs. Nichols’ student- and teacher-centered questions

served distinct but very important cognitive functions. Her referential questions prompted students to

articulate their (mis)conceptions, elicited one word responses (‘‘snow’’) and promoted student thinking at the

comprehension level in Bloom’s taxonomy. Similarly, Mrs. Nichols’ clarification requests promoted

comprehension-level student thinking but elicited longer student responses (‘‘well, because ice is under it’’).

Although Mrs. Nichols’display questions promoted lower-level thinking (knowledge in Bloom’s taxonomy),

they served a very important cognitive function which was to encourage students to evaluate themselves.

Mrs. Parker’s Pre-Institute Questioning Strategies. Before SMIT’N, Mrs. Parker (fourth grade

teacher) adopted an authoritative questioning strategy focused on prompting her students to recall particular

science words. For instance, while talking about experimental variables, Mrs. Parker adopted a line of

questioning in which she sought to help students remember the meaning of the term ‘‘independent variable’’:

After reminding students that they learned about experimental variables in a previous lesson, Mrs.

Parker asks them to demonstrate their knowledge by means of a display question (‘‘do you remember which

one was the independent variable?’’) and then starts providing verbal cues such as underling the prefix ‘‘in’’

on the board and partially uttering the word she is after (‘‘in.::?’’). Despite her cues, students are unable to

guess the word being sought by Mrs. Parker who poses a second display question (‘‘what are all of you?’’) and

then decides to go ahead and say it aloud ‘‘investigators.’’ Immediately after that, Mrs. Nichols utters a

comprehension check (‘‘okay?’’) to ensure that students understood the word ‘‘investigator,’’ and then

provides a fully articulated definition for the concept of independent variable.

The above interactions provide evidence that Mrs. Parker’s teacher-centered questions invariably

elicited very short student responses (headshakes or isolated words such as ‘‘inquiry,’’ ‘‘independent,’’ and

‘‘inventors’’). The provision of such answers required students to engage in lower-level cognitive activities

such as word recall (knowledge level in Bloom’s taxonomy). Put differently, Mrs. Parker’s display questions

and comprehension checks did not foster higher or more sophisticated forms of student thinking.

Mrs. Parker’s Post-Institute Questioning Strategies. After SMIT’N, Mrs. Parker asked a high number

of referential questions (‘‘what behaviors did you notice this masterpiece [the singing lobster] doing?,’’

‘‘what behaviors do you think our crayfish engage in?’’), frequently requesting multiple ideas from students

(‘‘what else did you observe?,’’ ‘‘what else?,’’ ‘‘something else?’’). Rather than focusing on student recall of
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particular words and shared classroom experiences (pre-institute discussion), Mrs. Parker adopted a less

authoritative questioning approach centered on her students’ individual and informal experiences with

crayfish. This student-centeredness is illustrated in the following excerpt wherein Diego shares his

experiences during a family trip to the state of Michigan:

Instead of providing an answer, Mrs. Parker reacts to her student Diego’s inquiry as to why their catfish

specimen did not eat cat food by posing a referential question (‘‘what do you think?’’). In doing so, Mrs.

Parker encourages Diego to speculate about the reasons behind catfish eating behaviors, articulate his own

thoughts and ideas, and take on the interactional role of an authority or expert. Furthermore, Mrs. Parker

utilizes a hedge (Lakoff, 1972), that is, noncommittal and vague word (the verb ‘‘think’’) to emphasize that

she is requesting a tentative response, not the right answer.

As can be seen above, Mrs. Parker’s referential question elicits a relatively long student response (‘‘I

don’t know. The French fries are better’’). Furthermore, by requiring Diego to offer a tentative explanation for

the observed catfish feeding behavior, Mrs. Parker is requiring him to try to understand or make sense of a

particular observation. In other words, her student-centered request promotes student thinking at the

comprehension level in Bloom’s taxonomy, thus being at a higher level than knowledge or word recall (pre-

institute level).

Mrs. Parker also encouraged her students to view their classroom assignment as an authentic scientific

inquiry by continuing to emphasize the need for student groups to pose and pursue genuine research

questions. For example, before allowing Student 3 to join a group that would be investigating whether

crayfish had a dietary preference for sugar, Mrs. Parker asked him a series of referential questions to ensure

that he would be investigating a genuine research question:

When Student 3 points out that he was unable to locate peers interested in forming a group with him (an

indirect request for her assistance), Mrs. Parker reacts by asking a series of four referential questions. All of

these queries have the pronoun you, a yes/no format and are focused primarily on requesting honest

confirmations (‘‘truly’’) with regard to Student 3‘s curiosity and interest in the research question, knowledge

of its answer as well as its experimental feasibility. Rather than eliciting new information or testing his

scientific understandings, Mrs. Parker seeks to ensure that Student 3 will have a genuine or authentic research

question to investigate (i.e., an authentic inquiry experience).
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An important feature of the above referential questions is that they elicit only nonverbal student

responses such as headshakes and reactive tokens (‘‘um hm’’). The complete absence of student verbal

responses suggests that Mrs. Parker’s referential questions do not belong to the cognitive domain in Bloom’s

taxonomy (i.e., they are not related to student knowledge and thinking processes). By strongly emphasizing

student interest, curiosity and sincerity, Mrs. Parker poses referential questions focused on the affective

domain in Bloom’s taxonomy (i.e., on her students’ values, attitudes, and beliefs).

Mrs. Parker’s emphasis on the authenticity of students’ research question is related to her participation in

the SMIT’N institute. As pointed out in the previous section, the issue of ‘‘linguistic sincerity’’ of questions

was discussed extensively on the second day of the summer institute. During this discussion, it was

emphasized that to be considered genuine, a question needs to meet three sincerity conditions: the person who

poses it does not know the answer, would like to know the answer, and has reason to believe that the answer

can be obtained (Labov, 1970). Questions that fail to meet such sincerity conditions constitute requests for

public displays of knowledge rather than genuine quests for information (Labov & Fanshel, 1977). As

illustrated above, subsequent to SMIT’N, Mrs. Parker sought to ensure that her students engaged in genuine

quests for information by encouraging them to pose and pursue research questions that met the sincerity

conditions discussed during the summer institute.

Mrs. Smith’s Pre-Institute Questioning Strategies. Before SMIT’N, Mrs. Smith (fourth grade teacher)

adopted an authoritative questioning approach focused on testing students’ knowledge of standard scientific

concepts. For instance, while conducting a demonstration with a marble, Mrs. Smith asked a series of display

questions to test whether her students were familiar with the concept of potential energy:

Mrs. Smith employs no hedges (e.g., might, can, possibly) or you-prefaces (e.g., what do you think . . .?)

while posing her four display questions. Such queries emphasize a need for students to be certain and commit

to the correctness of the answers they utter (as opposed to tentative articulations of their own thoughts and

ideas). In contrast, the only referential question she asks (‘‘why?’’) is aimed at encouraging her student

Eric to fully articulate his idea that the marble has more energy when in it falls. After posing a few questions,

Mrs. Smith places the marble back on the table, finally revealing that the right answer to her previous question

is that the stationary marble has what scientists call potential energy. This prolonged withholding of the right

answer from students was characteristic of Mrs. Smith’s questioning approach.

As can be seen above, Mrs. Smith’s display and referential questions elicit student responses that are

substantially different in length and focus. In her display questions, she asks students to compare two distinct

situations (rest at a particular height and free fall) in terms of amount of potential energy involved and the
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force acting upon the marble. Although these questions invariably elicit one- or two-word responses, they

prompt students to demonstrate their understandings of the physical concepts under discussion (as opposed to

mere parroting of memorized definitions), thus being at the comprehension level in Bloom’s taxonomy. In

contrast, Mrs. Smith’s referential question prompts a much longer student response (35 words). By requiring

the student to explain his understanding of potential energy, Mrs. Smith again focuses at the comprehension

level. In other words, despite their differences, Mrs. Smith’s display and referential questions are at the same

level in Bloom’s taxonomy.

The interactional patterns described above recurred when Mrs. Smith proceeded to test her students’

knowledge of the concept of kinetic energy:

Sensing that Mrs. Smith is once again testing them, students respond by employing the non-verbal token

‘‘umm’’ as a hedge, hence avoiding committing themselves entirely to an affirmative or to a negative answer.

Students’ hedging behavior serves as an oral defense mechanism. By remaining uncommitted to a particular

answer, students protect themselves from the possibility of failing Mrs. Smith’s display question (‘‘When it’s

moving, does it have potential energy?’’). Faced with such elusive discursive maneuver, Mrs. Smith utters a

prolonged and exaggerated verbatim repetition (‘‘umm:::’’) and then humorously comments on the students’

clear lack of commitment to their response (‘‘that was a non-committal umm’’). Her humor encourages

Nathan to finally commit to a negative answer. Next, Mrs. Smith poses two more display questions and then

reveals that the right answer to her initial question is that moving objects have a different form of energy that

scientists call kinetic.

The above excerpt also shows that Mrs. Smith asked display questions at different levels in Bloom’s

taxonomy: two of her questions (‘‘when it’s moving, does it have potential energy?’’ and ‘‘will I need more or

less energy to push it across here?’’) are at the comprehension level and the third one (‘‘does anybody know

the name of the transference of energy that I just did to it?’’) is at the knowledge level. The former elicited

relatively a longer student responses (‘‘no, because it’s reducing the energy’’) as well as a one-word answer

(‘‘more’’), whereas the latter prompted nonverbal student response (headshake).

Mrs. Smith’s Post-Institute Questioning Strategies. After SMIT’N, Mrs. Smith made more extensive

use of less authoritative questioning centered on the students. Mrs. Smith adopted this questioning practice

while eliciting her students’ knowledge of the invention of wheels:
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Mrs. Smith’s referential question (‘‘what do you think the first wheel was created to do?’’) encourages

students to articulate their own ideas or thoughts rather than provide the right answer. In response, her student

Liz suggests in a somewhat unclear manner that the wheel was invented for the purpose of making the

transport of objects easier for humans (‘‘to move things’’). Mrs. Smith then poses a confirmation request

(‘‘Ok, so similar to the lever where we were lifting something up?’’) in which Liz is asked whether she means

that the function of wheels is similar to that of levers. In posing this student-centered echoic question, Mrs.

Smith seeks to clarify what Liz intended to say (i.e., her understanding or idea).

As can be seen above, Mrs. Smith’s epistemic and echoic questions elicit different types of responses.

Her referential question prompts a very long student response (about 50 words) while her confirmation

request elicits a mere headshake (a nonverbal response). Likewise the two queries differ in terms of their

cognitive levels. Mrs. Smith’s referential question encourages the student to articulate her understanding of

the function of wheels (rather than simply repeating memorized information), thus being at a higher

cognitive-level in Bloom’s taxonomy (comprehension). In contrast, Mrs. Smith’s confirmation check

encourages the student to gesticulate an affirmative response, a lower-level cognitive ability.

Although the practice of testing her students’ knowledge of standard scientific concepts was relatively

less frequent, Mrs. Smith did not abandon it completely. This questioning practice was adopted for instance

during a discussion about scaled-down models:

While summarizing the previously discussed benefits of constructing small models, Mrs. Smith

illustrates the cognitive or thinking aspects of small-scale modeling by posing the type of question that
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engineers or designers normally ask themselves after constructing a miniature model (‘‘umm, what do I need

to do to make this something that I can fit inside of?’’). Next, her student Ian mistakenly proposes that the

scaled-down model that Mrs. Smith is referring to can possibly constitute a prototype. Rather than providing a

negative evaluation or explicitly pointing out that a prototype is actually a full-sized model, Mrs. Smith reacts

with a display question (‘‘Is that what it is?). Her query effectively encourages Ian to elaborate on his

understanding of prototype (‘‘it’s like they make some of a consumer product’’). In response, Mrs. Smith

provides an explicit positive evaluation (‘‘exactly’’) and then poses a second display question in which she

asks her student Luisa to define what a prototype is (‘‘Luisa, what is it?’’). When Luisa complies, Mrs. Smith

then provides a detailed description of the entire sequence of modeling steps typically followed by engineers

to design a new car: conceptual model, scaled-down model, prototype, and finally the actual model. Although

Mrs. Smith’s display questions elicit relatively long student responses (10 and 17 words), they promote lower-

level student thinking (knowledge level in Bloom’s taxonomy).

Teacher Questioning in Inquiry Discussions

Oral questioning is a central feature of inquiry-based science discussions. Teacher questions may center on

the student or the teacher, promote higher or lower levels of student thinking, establish more or less authoritative

social relationships with students, encourage students to respond tentatively or commit to the correctness of

their answers, and foster more or less authentic student inquiries. All of these different aspects of teacher

questioning are considered in this section in light of the findings reported in the previous section.

Student-Centered Questioning

As indicated above, elementary teachers adopted epistemic questioning practices that were more

student centered (i.e., more focused on students’ thinking and articulation of their own ideas and individual

experiences than on recall of scientific words, shared classroom experiences and standard science concepts)

subsequent to their participation in the SMIT’N institute. More specifically, Mrs. Parker, Nichols and Smith’s

referential queries were substantially more frequent during post-institute lessons than they were during the

pre-institute lessons. Furthermore, teachers often prefaced their referential questions with second-person

and indefinite pronominal forms (‘‘what do you think . . .?’’ and ‘‘does anybody know . . .?’’) to encourage

students to articulate their own thoughts and ideas. This increased focus on students’ understandings and

thinking is consistent with what is currently identified in the specialized literature as effective questioning in

the context of inquiry-based science discussions, namely questioning that promotes a greater level of student

centeredness and reflectivity (Chin, 2006, 2007; Koufetta-Menicou and Scaife, 2000; van Zee & Minstrell,

1997a,b; van Zee et al., 2001).

In sharp contrast, teachers’ echoic questioning did not become more student-centered after their

participation in the summer institute. This unexpected outcome is likely related to the fact that the SMIT’N

expert-guided discussions focused primarily on teacher epistemic queries. Echoic questions were not

explicitly addressed during the institute, thus preventing teachers from developing more sophisticated social

understandings of how to foster student-centeredness through the strategic adoption of echoic questioning

practices such as confirmation checks and clarification requests. Nonetheless, there was substantial decrease

in the frequency of Mrs. Parker comprehension checks, an indication that her echoic questioning became less

teacher-centered (i.e., less focused on the information being uttered by the teacher).

Questioning as a Cognitive Tool

Teacher- and student-centered questions posed by the three teachers not only promoted different levels of

cognition but also prompted student responses with different lengths. Generally speaking, their display

questions and comprehension checks prompted very short student responses (isolated words and nonverbal

replies) and promoted lower-level thinking such as recalling isolated words (knowledge level in Bloom’s

taxonomy) and uttering/gesturing affirmative and negative answers. Nonetheless, it should be noted that

teacher-centered questions served to encourage students to evaluate themselves (as used by Mrs. Nichols) and in

one occasion promoted student cognitive activity at the comprehension level in Bloom’s taxonomy (as used by

Mrs. Smith).
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In contrast, referential questions prompted much longer student responses and promoted higher-level

student thinking (comprehension level in Bloom’s taxonomy). These student-centered questions usually

required students to articulate or explain their conceptual understandings and misconceptions rather than

recall scientific vocabulary. The only exception was the referential questions posed by Mrs. Parker to ensure

the authenticity of students’ inquiries. These referential questions were unique because they served an

affective function (to establish student interest, curiosity and sincerity) as opposed to a cognitive one.

Finally, clarification requests and confirmation checks promoted comprehension-level student thinking

and served a common cognitive function which was to transform the information conveyed by a particular

student into a more sophisticated form. However, clarification requests elicited longer student responses,

whereas confirmation checks simply encouraged students to gesticulate affirmative responses.

The above findings indicate that, if employed effectively by teachers, student-centered questions

(referential questions, confirmation checks and clarification requests) are more likely to promote higher-level

thinking and encourage students to offer oral responses that are not only longer but also more fully articulated

and sophisticated. Nonetheless, it must be emphasized that teacher-centered questions also serve important

cognitive functions such as encouraging student self-evaluation in science inquiry discussions. A similar

point is made by Erdogan and Campbell (2008) who point out that close-ended teacher questions serve an

essential ‘‘focusing function’’ in social constructivist classrooms; they enable teachers to help students focus

on what is important to complete their investigations. Therefore, rather than simply discontinuing the use of

close-ended questioning, educators should become aware of the cognitive role that this type of question plays

in constructivist settings. Similarly, instead of discouraging the employment of teacher-centered questioning,

professional developers should aim their efforts at helping teachers better understand the important cognitive

roles that both student- and teacher-centered questions play in science in inquiry discussions.

Questioning as Social Interaction

After participating in the SMIT’N institute, elementary teachers demonstrated an improved ability to

position themselves less authoritatively in relation to students. By posing questions that students could

answer based on their own personal experiences (i.e., referential questions), teachers positioned their students

as complementary experts, a role commonly found in collaborative research teams composed of experts with

different areas of specialization (Jacoby & Gonzales, 1991). Rather than positioning students as novices (i.e.,

individuals who simply lack expertise), teachers treated their students as complementary experts (i.e.,

individuals whose prior experiences conferred them a certain level or degree of expertise that complements

the teachers’ scientific expertise). In doing so, teachers’ questions served to legitimize students’ oral

contributions as well as their participation in classroom inquiries.

Prior research has identified the social environment within which inquiry-based science instruction

takes place as a potential source of student motivation to learn science. Palmer (2009) describes how students

with a strong interpersonal orientation report higher levels of situational interest or motivation during

portions of hands-on inquiry lessons wherein they talk or interact with other people. Patrick, Mantzicopoulos,

and Samarapungavan (2009) report that kindergarten children have greater motivation for science during

inquiry lessons in which teachers adopt inclusive social practices such as student-centered discussions,

sharing of ideas and dialogic or interactive book readings. Similarly, the fact that students in the present study

provided longer and more sophisticated responses when Mrs. Parker, Nichols, and Smith posed student-

centered questions suggests that these teacher queries served to promote elementary students’ motivation or

situational interest (i.e., encouraged students to become more engaged in science discussions).

Tentative Questioning

Another important aspect of teacher questioning was highlighted by Mrs. Parker’s practice of asking

questions with hedges to encourage students to provide tentative or uncertain responses. Previous research on

mathematics classroom discourse has shown that primary school teachers often pose oral queries with hedges

(e.g., ‘‘how many people do you think we need to make ten people?’’ instead of ‘‘how many people do we need

to make ten people?’’). By strategically employing hedges such as the tentative verb to think, Rowland (2000)

argues, teachers can foster a ‘‘conjecturing classroom atmosphere,’’ that is, a nonthreatening social context

wherein students know that it is ‘‘all right to be wrong.’’ Mrs. Parker’s post-institute practice of posing
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questions with hedges had a similar interactional effect. By hedging, Mrs. Parker rendered her questions less

threatening to her students and the post-institute whole-class discussion more conjectural (i.e., safer for

students to offer tentative oral contributions).

The importance of encouraging students to share tentative ideas during classroom discussions has also

been highlighted in the science education literature. Beghetto (2009) emphasizes that, to develop scientific

reasoning abilities, elementary students need to be willing to share tentative ideas despite the risks

and uncertainty of engaging in this intellectual activity (e.g., making mistakes, being the subject of criticism or

ridicule). Furthermore, Beghetto (2009) shows that students’ willingness to engage in such intellectual risk

taking behavior is positively related to factors such as their perceptions of teacher support (i.e., a supportive

learning environment). The present study contributes to this research by identifying elementary teachers’

hedging questions as a specific linguistic factor that can be potentially related to students’ perceptions of social

support and willingness to engage in intellectual risk taking during science inquiry discussions.

Authentic Questioning

Another important teacher questioning strategy was Mrs. Parker’s post-institute practice of encouraging

her students to view their assigned task as authentic scientific inquiries by continuing to emphasize the need

for students to pose and pursue research questions that met three sincerity conditions, namely that students (1)

were truly interested in learning the answer to the research question they would be investigating, (2) did not

know the answer to the question in advance, and (3) would be able to experimentally answer their question

within the allotted time using the materials available to them in the classroom. As described above,

Mrs. Parker usually checked the authenticity or sincerity of students’ research questions by asking a series

of referential questions focused primarily on requesting honest confirmations from students.

The importance of the authenticity of students’ research questions has been previously highlighted in the

science education literature. Wells (1995) emphasizes that classroom inquiries need to be framed by ‘‘real’’

questions for students to effectively and productively develop new scientific understandings. Fundamentally,

a real question expresses a student’s desire to understand rather than a teacher’s authoritative pronouncement

of its importance. In Wells’ own words ‘‘what makes a question real is the commitment of the questioner that

energizes him or her to persist in efforts to make an answer to it, which he or she finds personally satisfying.’’

When students pose real questions, their inquiry efforts are driven by a personal and honest desire to

understand, thus leading to higher levels of student motivation and involvement. From this perspective, it can

be argued that the sincerity conditions emphasized by Mrs. Parker in her post-institute inquiry lesson served

to ensure that student groups had a real research question to investigate, that is, that their classroom inquiries

were motivated by a sincere or authentic desire to understand a particular aspect of crayfish behavior.

Implications for Teacher Development and Practice

As a result of being introduced to scholarly descriptions of inquiry-based teacher questioning,

participants became increasingly aware of social aspects of teacher questioning. More specifically, teachers

developed an increased awareness of authoritative functions of display questions, intentionality conveyed by

teacher questions, sincerity conditions of questioning, and potential effects of teacher questions on student

engagement. In other words, participants were gradually able to recognize that teacher questioning is in fact

multifunctional, serving not only cognitive ends (e.g., to scaffold student scientific thinking) but also

important social functions (e.g., to establish symmetric relations with students).

Such findings underscore the importance of increasing elementary teachers’ levels of linguistic

awareness. As emphasized by previous studies of inquiry-based classroom discourse, science and

mathematics teachers need to become more aware of authority. Oliveira, Sadler, and Suslak (2007a,b)

argue that science instructors need to develop higher levels of ‘‘pragmatic awareness,’’ that is, an improved

comprehension of the language-mediated process underlying the enactment of authority in classroom

encounters. This awareness can enable science teachers to change their ways of talking as inquiry-based

learning contexts demand, thus allowing them to better support their students’ inquiry experiences. Amit and

Fried (2005) describe how strong authority relationships can negatively interfere with students’ engagement

in mathematical thinking by promoting non-reflective forms of teacher–student interaction, and preventing

students from participating in the construction of mathematical ideas. In authority-based classroom relations,
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students gain practice with obedience and teacher domination rather than negotiation and intellectual

independence. To promote thoughtful and reflective learning, teachers need to establish a relationship with

students not based on authority but on intellectual partnership. Based on these studies, it can be argued that

subsequent to the SMIT’N summer institute elementary teachers’ developed increased levels of pragmatic

awareness. Teachers’ improved understandings of how authority is constructed in particular ways of

questioning encouraged them to pose a greater number of student-centered epistemic questions to students

and establish inquiry-based classroom relationships based on intellectual partnership.

The above findings also underscore the relational or interactional nature of authority in educational

contexts. Binghan (2004) highlights that educators have tended to treat and understand authority in

individualistic and disconnected terms, that is, as something possessed or located solely in the hands of

teachers. Such stance, she argues, neglects the fact that teachers and students are interactionally connected

and actually take part in a relation of authority. In other words, authority is a relational and transactional

construct jointly enacted or established as teachers and students interact. Similarly, applied linguists such as

Jacoby and Gonzales (1991) argue that expert and novice are not static identities but dynamic and complex

social statuses jointly achieved or constituted by participants in unfolding interaction. Rather than determined

by a priori professional or institutional membership (e.g., a college degree), novice and expert status shifts on

a moment-to-moment basis; the same individual can be constituted as an expert in a given moment and

reconstituted as a novice (or less expert) in the next, depending upon the topic under discussion, interlocutors,

and other contextual factors. In short, these researchers emphasize that authority or expertise should be

viewed as a form of social interaction rather than a static, unproblematic expression or reflection of a

predetermined label. Similarly, elementary teachers who participated in the SMIT’N institute adopted a

relational view of the ‘‘guide on the side’’ as a social status of reduced authority interactionally achieved

through the oral questions that teachers pose to students while facilitating science inquiry discussions. Such

view enabled teachers to adjust their questioning practices in ways that led to the establishment of less

authoritative relationships with students.

Previous professional development programs aimed at preparing teachers to implement classroom science

inquiry have focused their efforts mainly on cognitive or conceptual issues. Geier et al. (2008) developed and

disseminated project-based inquiry science units by offering urban middle school teachers summer institutes

and workshops focused mainly on science content and student conceptual understanding. Lee, Maerten-Rivera,

Penfield, LeRoy, and Secada (2008) also provided urban elementary teachers with curricular units (teacher

guides, student booklets, and science materials) and workshops designed to help teachers develop deeper

conceptual understandings and a greater awareness of learning difficulties caused by students’ misconceptions.

Although teachers in both programs engaged in science inquiry and discussed how to structure classroom

investigations, it is unclear how much attention (if any) was paid to social strategies they could adopt to facilitate

student learning. The present study contributes to this literature by underscoring the need for professional

developers to promote science teachers’ social expertise as well as their cognitive expertise.

The main implication for teacher education is that educators who set out to prepare teachers to become

effective questioners in the context of science inquiry discussions ought to go beyond cognitive issues and the

simple provision of static and ill-defined labels such as ‘‘guide’’ and ‘‘active inquirer.’’ Not only does such a

professional development approach has a limited informational value but it also encourages teachers to

develop a nonrelational and static view of classroom inquiries, thus failing to foster deeper understandings of

the dynamic and complex interactional processes that usually go on in the inquiry-based science classroom.

As this study shows, a more effective approach is to equip elementary teachers with improved social

understandings of oral strategies that they can adopt while facilitating classroom inquiries to effectively enact

‘‘a guide on the side’’ and foster social relationships and cognitive processes that are consistent with inquiry-

based models of science instruction.

Few studies in the science education literature have recently identified specific instructional strategies

(i.e., classroom practices) that teachers can effectively use to promote science learning and support students

in inquiry-oriented classrooms. McNeill and Krajcik (2008) found that the provision of definitions and

explicit discussions of the rationale behind scientific explanations by middle-school teachers resulted in

greater student learning during a project-based chemistry unit. Rivet and Krajcik (2008) described how the

adoption contextualizing instructional methods (i.e., the incorporation of real-world situations as anchoring
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events) by middle-school science teachers increased student motivation and learning outcomes during a

project-based physics unit. Sadeh and Zion (in press) reported that the incorporation of dynamic or flexible

instructional elements (allowing students to change the course of their investigation, come up with new ideas

and deal with technical problems) into the inquiry learning process led high-school biology students to

develop greater procedural understandings and an improved ability to cope with changes during inquiry. The

present study adds to this research on inquiry teaching practices by identifying referential questioning as an

oral practice that teachers can use both socially and cognitively to promote science inquiry learning.

Limitations

An important limitation of the present study is the several contextual differences between pre- and post-

institute inquiry science lessons. Because SMIT’N was offered during the summer of 2007, pre-institute

inquiry lessons were recorded in April 2007 (2 months before the institute), whereas post-institute inquiry

lessons were recorded in August 2007 (2 months after the institute). As a result, each teacher was video-

recorded while implementing pre- and post-institute inquiry science lessons with different groups of

elementary students. Furthermore, because pre- and post-inquiry lessons were implemented at different parts

of the school year, the science topics being discussed and investigated also differed. Such contextual

differences in terms of the audience and investigative topic constitute an important limitation since the

establishment of expert-novice relationships is a highly contextualized language-mediated process; a

person’s interactional positioning can shift from expert to less-expert or to novice, depending on contextual

factors such as the topic under discussion and interlocutors being addressed (Jacoby & Gonzales 1991).

Because pre- and post-institute inquiry lessons were not contextually identical, it is relatively difficult to

estimate the extent to which the observed changes in Mrs. Nichols, Parker, and Smith’s questions were related

to contextual variations (e.g., different students and investigative topics) rather than the intervention itself

(i.e., teachers’ introduction to scholarly descriptions of inquiry-based teacher questioning). Furthermore,

several aspects of classroom discourse (questioning, responding, hedges, personal pronouns, directives,

involvement-focused language) were targeted in different days of the institute. Because all of these aspects of

classroom discourse are closely related, it is possible that some of the observed changes in teacher

questioning may have resulted from their introduction to scholarly descriptions of discourse other than

teacher questioning. Nonetheless, the fact that their post-institute epistemic questioning was invariably more

student-centered and for the most part reflected specific social understandings that participants expressed

during the second day of the institute (regardless of their teaching experience, grade level taught and number

of years in the program) constitutes compelling evidence that the observed changes in teachers’ practices

were indeed intervention-driven.

Another limitation of the present study is that the characterization of teachers’social understandings was

based exclusively on data from video recordings of expert-facilitated group discussions. Because some

teachers participated in these discussion sessions more than others, it is possible that my analysis became

somewhat biased toward the more talkative teachers’ social understandings. In other words, it is possible that

the more reserved teachers held social understandings that were distinct and perhaps not as developed or

nuanced as those expressed by teachers who participated more often in the SMIT’N discussions. Given the

qualitative nature of the data used to analyze teachers’ social understandings, it is not possible to determine

precisely how the institute impacted elementary teachers as a group (i.e., how many teachers experienced

growth in their social understandings and how many did not).

In conclusion, future research will need to explore the effect of contextual factors such as science topic,

student composition, and time of implementation along the school year on teachers’ inquiry-based

questioning. The effectiveness of offering similar professional development programs to elementary teachers

from different school contexts (e.g., urban and rural) also remains to be examined both qualitatively and

quantitatively. Such research is likely to offer science educators valuable insights on how to prepare

instructors to effectively pose questions and interact with students in ways that can provide both social and

cognitive support to pupils’ science learning experiences during inquiry discussions.

This project was funded by the state of Indiana Mathematics and Science Partnership Program.
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Appendix A

PowerPoint slideshow presented during the morning expert instruction session
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Appendix B
Transcription Conventions

The following notation is adopted in all transcript excerpts included in the present manuscript:
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